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THIS IS WHERE WE ARE 
 

WHERE WE HAVE COME FROM 
 
OUR FEASBILITY STUDY January- June ’1998  

 was funded by – 

The Craignish Fund 

Leader II and Argyll and the Islands Enterprise 

Forest Enterprise 

 Argyll and Bute Council 

Ardkinglas Estate 

 

The project  was called … Here We Are because – 

- it is about a place and its people:  here we are 

- for visitors X marks “here we are” on a postcard 

 

The focus was  … that the centre would represent local communities – 

“what makes this place and its people like they are today ?” 

  

What we wanted to do was… 

• Provide a free service, 

And provide - 

• The community with an opportunity to appreciate itself, and through 

access to information, to be equipped for the challenge of shaping the 

future. 

• Visitors with access to high quality, detailed information on the locality – 

agriculture, forestry, conservation, land ownership, economics, culture 

and industry. 

• Learners with information for environmental studies at primary and 

secondary school level, and for Further Education courses in tourism and 

rural development and for Lifelong Learners.  It is planned that the 

centres will play an important role in courses being pioneered by Argyll 

College UHI. 

 

By July ’98 the decision was made to try raise funds to build a centre 

and also for the first three years of operation.   
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Previous reports have detailed our trials and tribulations regarding 

funds and bureaucracy and recorded that we finally, proudly, opened 

our centre on 14 September 2001.   

 

Thus we have now operated for eighteen months. 

 

 

Those who have taken the risk to fund us are – 

 

The local community, 

The Craignish Trust,  

Argyll & the Islands Enterprise,  

Leader II,   

Argyll & Bute Council,   

AILLST Tourist Board,  

Forest Enterprise,   

Loch Fyne Oysters Ltd.,   

Scottish Community Projects Fund,   

Rural Challenge Fund,  

Ardkinglas Estate, 

David Sumsion, architect,  

The Hugh Fraser Foundation,  

The Robertson Trust, 

The Esmee Fairbairn Foundation, 

Scottish Natural Heritage 

The Carnegie UK Trust 

 

 

 

 

 
 

STANDING BACK NOW … 
 

 
We have  

• Recorded, day by day,  numbers visiting the building:  11,000 in first 

year,  (since, rising at 30-35% per month) free entrance. 

• Recorded donations approximately £ 0.25p per head. 

• Run a month long day by day survey of what everyone coming into the 

building did.  

• Surveyed where people come from (and their comments). 
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What we have done that we wanted to do – 
 

 

 

• HWA has continued to be run as a community project, current 

community committee nine members, all but one of the original 

members. 

 

• Argyll College, UHI, Learning Centre is set up with 5 PC,s  fast internet 

access, and video conferencing, now open 15 hours per week (including 

two evenings)  

 

• For schools an environmental “5 to 14” curriculum pack on all strands of 

the social subjects and science elements of the curriculum, also (about to 

be) available on the website 

 

• Packs and worksheets for visiting families 

 

• Set up website 
 

• Made our site entrance more noticeable (in process this week) 

 

• Display on rain, based on data collected at Cairndow since 1950. 
 

• Set up systems for archiving photos, past and present,  hard copies and  

scanned on computer. 

 

• Produced detailed walking maps of our area.  These link to walks in the     

wider Argyll area and were developed in consultation with the Access 

officer at Argyll and Bute Council. (Will be ready end March) 

 

• Consultation and information on Border Winds proposal for wind farm 

on Clachan flats. 
 

• Facility and help for ancestor searchers. 

 

• Local history, detailed records of all the dwelling houses, also  the 

Church, the Hotel, the Rest and be Thankful, all compiled by Alice 

Beattie, encouraged to become a  historian by HWA. 
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What we have done that we did not know we would do: 

ie Here We Are as animator and/or facilitator 
 

• The consultants for the Core Path Network used HWA as a base for their 

meetings. From this emerged the need for a Cycle path round the head of 

the Loch.  This lead to a local survey (HWA the outlet) and funding 

raised for a feasibility study. 

• HWA was a catalyst for the set up of “Lochfynehead” a  marketing 

company comprising six local businesses, all in Cairndow,  encouraging 

more visitors, more appropriate visitors (outdoors, local products etc), 

more regular visitors from the urban belt, and visitors to spend more of 

their day/weekend here,  therefore benefiting the socio-economic impact 

on the community. 

• Set up initial meeting with Fyne Homes, the housing association,  re 

affordable housing in our area.  Peter MacDonald of Fyne homes, 

happened to call in at HWA, noticed the displayed statistics on the 

number of people working in the locality and the daily distances traveled 

to  Cairndow,  indicating our housing need. A meeting with landlord was 

set up, discussions are in progress. 

• Recent meeting of the Tourism Society Scotland  on “Forget the Visitor 

and the Visited”, the impact of the domestic visitor on the local economy. 

• Community Futures,  community consultations for Loch Lomond 

National Park. The consultants appointed to this area spent time in our 

centre making contacts and collating information displayed, prior to their 

workshop with the community.  (For their comments see later)  

• Communication and self confidence acquired by members of the 

committee and HWA staff, is response to events and meetings with 

visitors.  
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THIS IS WHERE WE ARE, MARCH  2003 

 

When, in 1999, we wrote funding applications to the Rural Challenge Fund,  

the Esmee Fairbairn Foundation, AIE, Scottish Natural Heritage and many 

others, we had a fairly clear vision of our project and what we were going to 

do.  However what we wanted to do was new and we struggled to find 

language that expressed it clearly. Too often we found ourselves saying “We 

are not..  nor are we …”  and our files began to bulge with correspondence.   

 

In a way we might boast that now events have caught up with us, (though we 

still do not know of a project quite like ours).  The jargon is everywhere -: – 

community capacity building, community development, custodians of the 

countryside, intellectual access to the landscape, sustainability of every sort, 

and Designated Fragile Rural Areas. 

Foot and mouth, The New National Park and its consultations, the Land 

Reform Bill, and initiatives like the Core Path Network, all indicate that  

Here We Are  now sits close to mainstream discussions on  “rurality”.  

 

 

LOOKING AHEAD … 
 

Though pleased with what we have done (listed above), we know we have 

merely made a start.  

 

WHAT WE SAID WE WOULD DO AND HAVE NOT YET DONE - 
WHAT WE WANT TO DO THAT WE DID NOT KNOW ABOUT - 
 

1. Among the practical things are – 
 

• Produce a display on land ownership in our area, how it has changed over the last 

century and how it effects what happens visually, economically, socially. 
 

• Produce an exhibition on woods and trees in our area over the last 250 years, political, 

environmental, economic reasons for this, and what is behind current woodland 

policies – environmental, economic, social. 

 

 

• Promote to Argyll and Bute and Strathclyde Education Authority schools our recently 

completed Environmental studies 5 – 14 curriculum Pack and  encourage schools to 

visit us for day field study trips. 

 

• Increase numbers of visitors in particular increase use by local people – Argyll 

College Learning Centre already shows signs of making this happen. 
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• See the first Argyll College students progress on from basic IT courses to degree 

courses. 

 

• See employers and employees of the local businesses benefiting from training 

opportunites so near at hand, also video conferencing. 

 

• Identifying one or two particular species of animal or plant which local people and 

visitors can help to survey. Such a survey would help promote “hands-on” 

involvement in the locality. 

 

• Harnessing Local Power  to be an exhibition providing information on the  

background to policies and projects past and present for renewable energy  in the 

area.  The display will detail the history of the Hydro-electric scheme built for 

Ardkinglas House,  the ‘power to the glens’ drive of the 1950’s and document the 

recent long drawn out planning issues re the proposed wind farm in the locality. 

 

 

2. The Broader Picture   
 

     We want to … 

 

i. assist in the set-up of Here We Are’s in other communities. 

 

ii. find communities elsewhere – UK and or Europe – with like-minded 

projects in response  to similar rural issues. 

 

iii. help set up and participate in a forum where rural communities  

involved in initiatives akin to ours, could meet, discuss, learn and 

encourage each other, in Britain and/or Europe. 

 

iv. to have a role in terms of practical, applied research in the context of 

Rural Development in the Highlands in the first decade of 21st  Century. 

We would like to make this contact with a University Department and 

or  Research Centre,  and/or Scottish Executive Rural Policy Team.  

We see ourselves illustrating national issues and policy initiatives at the 

practical, local level.  For instance our planned display on changes in 

land ownership within our locality in the last 5O years and the resultant 

economic, social, environmental impact, is apposite.   
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3. Our qualitative aims, or our continuing vision - 

 

We  recognise that the process of participation  is in itself crucial to 

foster reflection and self confidence, without which ”development” is  

mere rhetoric. 

 

It was intrinsic to the original HWA concept that raising  issues, such as 

those listed above and below, might  affect motivation,  raise aspiration, 

and encourage community empowerment to help shape our future. 

 

 

• Social Capital - the communities who live work here. 

The Community Futures consultants mentioned that Cairndow 

community was positive thinking and responsive.   Considerable  

constructive change has happened here  in recent years and perhaps HWA 

has already encouraged a reflective process and  has facilitated conduits 

for information and discussion. 

 

• *How standpoint effects perception.  This raises complex issues for 

rural development: - whose “say” carries most weight ?  How does this 

influence policy and funding decisions – agricultural subsidies, fish 

farms, wind farms, “rights to roam” etc. 

 

• *By increasing opportunities for acquiring information and learning 

in various formats, HWA hopes that both visitors and local people will 

ask new questions about the area they live in / visit, contributing to 

understanding between locals, visitors and the environment. 

 

• *This dynamic relationship reflects the vital role tourism has to play in 

the future of the Highlands and an acknowledgement that its success 

depends on local people feeling valued and that they, as well as their 

environment, are needed to further it.  

 

*These three points indicate how essential it is that the local community 

provides the material for the profile of the locality, past and present.  It is 

also essential that the center is of interest to and is used by the community as 

well as visitors.  Otherwise the project will not be fulfilling its purpose. 

 
Christina Noble, 

Here We Are, Clachan, Carindow, Argyll PA 26 8BL. tel 01499600350    

christina@hereweare-uk.com       

 

10 March ’03 

mailto:christina@hereweare-uk.com

